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following the second world war modern systems of urban and regional planning were established in britain and most other
developed countries in this book nigel taylor describes the changes in planning thought which have taken place since then he
outlines the main theories of planning from the traditional view of urban planning as an exercise in physical design to the
systems and rational process views of planning of the 1960s from marxist accounts of the role of planning in capitalist
society in the 1970s to theories about planning implementation and more recent views of planning as a form of communicative
action taylor describes the development of urban planning ideas since the end of the second world war outlining the main
theories from the traditional view of planning as an exercise in physical design to recent views of planning as communicative
action this intellectual history interprets recent american business management ideas as political theory describing their
underlying assumptions about power and value according to stephen waring most business management theory descends from either
frederick taylor s bureaucratic theory of scientific management or elton mayo s corporatist idea of human relations waring
discusses the subsequent evolution of several management theories and techniques including organization theory computer
simulation management by objectives sensitivity training job enrichment and innovations usually attributed to the japanese
such as quality control circles langan philosophy u of toronto constructs a theory of knowledge and a theory of being that
serve as a foundation for the challenge he set forth in his tradition and authenticity in the search for ecumenic wisdom
integrating the kinds of truth handed down by various traditions he argues that even though our experience is shaped by our
traditions each of us still has direct access to reality annotation copyright by book news inc portland or this outstanding
anthology traces major critical statements from classic theorists like plato to the contemporary this standard historical
textbook in the field focuses on important individual thinkers and not particular schools of thought or isms current
selections bring the anthology into contemporary times and show students how critical theory has evolved and progressed over
time the book covers the main developments in the social sciences after world war two chapters on economics human geography
political science psychology social anthropology and sociology will interest anyone wanting short accessible histories of
those disciplines they will also make it easy for readers to compare disciplines a final chapter offers a blueprint for
writing the history of the social sciences as a whole drawing attention to the role of interdisciplinary work and to the
importance of factors from the second world war to the sixties and the fall of communism a companion to contemporary art is a
major survey covering the major works and movements the most important theoretical developments and the historical social
political and aesthetic issues in contemporary art since 1945 primarily in the euro american context collects 27 original
essays by expert scholars describing the current state of scholarship in art history and visual studies and pointing to future
directions in the field contains dual chronological and thematic coverage of the major themes in the art of our time politics
culture wars public space diaspora the artist identity politics the body and visual culture offers synthetic analysis as well
as new approaches to debates central to the visual arts since 1945 such as those addressing formalism the avant garde the role
of the artist technology and art and the society of the spectacle history and theory are all too often treated as separate
approaches to international relations this book offers an accessible synthesis of sophisticated theory and in depth history
the uses of theory are examined in the opening section which includes a defence of the historical method by john lewis gaddis
and the arguments for a more scientific method by bruce bueno de mesquita the subsequent chapters of the book take major
issues and episodes in international relations since 1945 such as the rise of japan change in latin america wars in the middle
east and decolonization and demonstrate how it is that particular theories assist in explaining them these include theories of
power cooperation alliances empire integration and arms control the student is left with a nuanced view of history and a
critical but constructive approach to theories of international relations the book challenges both students and academics to
think afresh about the ways they analyze international relations social theory is central to the disciplines of sociology
cultural studies criminology and media studies many students however find it difficult to relate theory to their other courses
projects dissertations and theses let alone imagine themselves producing theory in contrast to conventional social theory
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textbooks that restrict themselves to the description and analysis of theories and what other professionals have said about
them this innovative book shows students how to use criticise and contribute to the development of theory treating theory as a
variety of â visual workâ that is intimately connected with the process of empirical investigation and with the help of clear
diagrams and carefully chosen quotations part 1 provides an exceptionally clear introduction to the different ways of
practicing social theory part 2 provides a practical example of how to theorise by producing and demonstrating the
effectiveness of a new concept of reflexivity in the course of an outline of the history of the development of social theory
since 1945 this is important reading for students and researchers in sociology and related fields like other big city school
systems chicago s has been repeatedly reformed over the last century yet its schools have fallen far short of citizens
expectations and left a gap between the performances of white and minority students many blame the educational establishment
for resisting change other critics argue that reform occurs too often still others claim it comes not often enough dorothy
shipps reappraises the tumultuous history of educational progress in chicago revealing that the persistent lack of improvement
is due not to the extent but rather the type of reform throughout the twentieth century managerial reorganizations initiated
by the business community repeatedly altered the governance structure of schools as well as the relationships of teachers to
children and parents but brought little improvement while other more promising reform models were either resisted or crowded
out shipps chronicles how chicago s corporate actors led abetted or restrained nearly every attempt to transform the city s
school system then asks whether schools might be better reformed by others to show why city schools have failed urban children
so badly she traces chicago s reform history over four political eras revealing how corporate power was instrumental in
designing and revamping the system her narrative encompasses the formative era of 1880 1930 when teachers unions moderated
business plans previously unexplored business activism from 1930 to 1980 when civil rights dominated school reform and the
decentralization of the 1980s she also covers the uneasy cooperation among business associations in the 1990s to install the
mayor as head of the school system a governing regime now challenged by privatization advocates business people may be too
wedded to a stunted view of educators to forge a productive partnership for change unionized teachers bridle at the second
class status accorded them by managers if reform is to reach deeply into classrooms shipps concludes it might well require a
new coalition of teachers unions and parents to create a fresh agenda that supersedes corporate interests this study clearly
shows that in chicago as elsewhere urban schooling is intertwined with politics and power by reviewing more than a century of
corporate efforts to make education work shipps makes a strong case that it s high time to look elsewhere perhaps to educators
themselves for new leadership ���������������������� ��������������� ������� ������ �������������������� ��������������� this
work represents a documentary sourcebook on british economic development during the postwar years the author provides a
balanced overview of contentious themes relating to the context dimensions pace and consequences of britain s relative
economic decline since 1945 provides historical coverage of the united states and canada from prehistory to the present
includes information abstracted from over 2 000 journals published worldwide this book proposes that the coordination problems
lies at the heart of keynes economics and argues that keynes message got lost in the post war period the text develops an
extension of keynes ideas within a general equilibrium framework and within alternative frameworks such as austrian economics
it is demonstrated that in the absence of a co ordinating device like the walrasian auctioneer or in the presence of
uncertainty co ordination can no longer be superimposed this ultimately implies that apart from some notable exceptions the
keynesian revolution was in fact stifled at birth because the validity of the central concepts of microeconomics have never
been challenged urban design since 1945 a global perspective reviews the emergence of urban design as a global phenomenon the
book opens with the urgent need to rebuild cities and re house the millions of refugees living in camps and shantytowns at the
end of the second world war against this background the book traces the collapse of the modernist comprehensive state planning
schemes on both sides of the iron curtain as global corporations emerged concentrating on networks and enclaves it describes
how latin america and then asia began a rapid urbanisation process shifting the global urban centre away from europe and
overturning existing urban design models this resulted in global megacities of an unprecedented scale often with large
associated shantytowns by outlining the dominant models in urban design over the last sixty years the metropolis the
megalopolis the fragmented metropolis and the global megacity the book provides an essential framework for students of the
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subject featured case studies include the rebuilding of metropolitan capitals in europe and asia such as berlin london moscow
tokyo and beijing the construction of new towns like nowa huta poland harlow uk chandigarh india brasilia brazil milton keynes
new town uk and shenzhen china the megalopolis as a global phenomenon from the american east coast texas california arizona
and florida with examples from europe the middle east asia and latin america such as caracas venezuela the fragmented
metropolis as a global phenomenon with american asian and european examples such as downtown and midtown new york shinjuku
tokyo canary wharf london la défense paris and potsdamer platz berlin megacities as a global phenomenon such as jakarta in
indonesia or bangkok in thailand that include urban agriculture and urban villages as do shrinking eco city regions such as
duisburg germany or detroit usa world s fairs such as brussels 1958 and osaka 1970 which feature as drivers of innovation as
do olympic events in tokyo 1964 barcelona 1992 beijing 2008 and london 2012 democracy in the twenty first century faces a
number of major challenges populism neoliberalism and globalisation being three of the most prominent this book examines such
challenges by investigating how the conditions of democratic statehood have been altered at several key historical intervals
since 1945 it demonstrates that the formal mechanisms of democratic statehood such as elections have always been complemented
by civic cultural educational socio economic and constitutional institutions that mediate between citizens and state authority
rearticulating critical theory with a contemporary focus the book shows why a sociological approach is urgently needed to
address conceptual deficits and explain how the formal mechanisms of democratic statehood need to be complemented and updated
in new ways today talcott parsons is probably the most important and influential us sociologist of the twentieth century this
collection brings together for the first time the leading essays covering the work of parsons introduced and contextualized by
a detailed essay written by the editor this guide lists approximately 3 500 books recent titles of general interest to the
business reader that harvard business school faculty researchers and students consider central to their work revised and
updated annually it includes the full bibliographic record for each book and features an appendix of publishers addresses as
well as indexes by title author core classics and notable books what is the relationship between the cinema and the spectator
renowned film scholars thomas elsaesser and malte hagener use this central question for film theory in order to guide students
through all of the major film theories from the classical period to today in this brief insightful and engaging book every
kind of cinema and every kind of film theory presupposes an ideal spectator and then imagines a certain relationship between
the mind and body of that spectator and the screen using seven distinctive configurations of spectator and screen that move
from exterior to interior relationships the authors retrace the most important stages of film theory from the 1920s onwards
with special attention paid to theories since 1945 from neo realist and modernist theories to psychoanalytic apparatus
phenomenological and cognitivist theories while also offering an incisive extension of film theory through the senses into the
digital age each chapter opens with a paradigmatic scene from a well known film to introduce key concepts and outlines the
major schools of thought and theorists attached to a particular film theory the films discussed combine classics of cinema
such as rear window and the searchers with contemporary films including donnie darko and eternal sunshine of the spotless mind
film stills throughout provide a visual key to unlock challenging theoretical concepts a new cultural theoretical approach is
used to develop a philosophy to overcome post war traumata or the traumatization effects that affect entire national cultures
the new aspect is the book s study of both france and germany in its discussion of post war issues the reader is given
insights into the approaches france and germany took in their self evaluation processes in one case the issue is the admission
of total humiliation and in the other it is salvaging a certain sense of national honor the book overcomes the speechlessness
on the post war issue that can still be observed in german french philosophy today updated completely revised and restructured
this edition includes new material on the environment european implications social issues and the politics and theories behind
planning ��������������������������� �������������������� ������������ ������������ ������������������������������������������
��
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Urban Planning Theory Since 1945

1998-06-30

following the second world war modern systems of urban and regional planning were established in britain and most other
developed countries in this book nigel taylor describes the changes in planning thought which have taken place since then he
outlines the main theories of planning from the traditional view of urban planning as an exercise in physical design to the
systems and rational process views of planning of the 1960s from marxist accounts of the role of planning in capitalist
society in the 1970s to theories about planning implementation and more recent views of planning as a form of communicative
action

Sociological Theory Since 1945

1987

taylor describes the development of urban planning ideas since the end of the second world war outlining the main theories
from the traditional view of planning as an exercise in physical design to recent views of planning as communicative action

Urban Planning Theory Since 1945

1998

this intellectual history interprets recent american business management ideas as political theory describing their underlying
assumptions about power and value according to stephen waring most business management theory descends from either frederick
taylor s bureaucratic theory of scientific management or elton mayo s corporatist idea of human relations waring discusses the
subsequent evolution of several management theories and techniques including organization theory computer simulation
management by objectives sensitivity training job enrichment and innovations usually attributed to the japanese such as
quality control circles

Taylorism Transformed

2016-08-01

langan philosophy u of toronto constructs a theory of knowledge and a theory of being that serve as a foundation for the
challenge he set forth in his tradition and authenticity in the search for ecumenic wisdom integrating the kinds of truth
handed down by various traditions he argues that even though our experience is shaped by our traditions each of us still has
direct access to reality annotation copyright by book news inc portland or

The West and the World Since 1945

1996
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this outstanding anthology traces major critical statements from classic theorists like plato to the contemporary this
standard historical textbook in the field focuses on important individual thinkers and not particular schools of thought or
isms current selections bring the anthology into contemporary times and show students how critical theory has evolved and
progressed over time

Critical Theory Since Plato

1992

the book covers the main developments in the social sciences after world war two chapters on economics human geography
political science psychology social anthropology and sociology will interest anyone wanting short accessible histories of
those disciplines they will also make it easy for readers to compare disciplines a final chapter offers a blueprint for
writing the history of the social sciences as a whole drawing attention to the role of interdisciplinary work and to the
importance of factors from the second world war to the sixties and the fall of communism

The History of the Social Sciences Since 1945

2010-05-24

a companion to contemporary art is a major survey covering the major works and movements the most important theoretical
developments and the historical social political and aesthetic issues in contemporary art since 1945 primarily in the euro
american context collects 27 original essays by expert scholars describing the current state of scholarship in art history and
visual studies and pointing to future directions in the field contains dual chronological and thematic coverage of the major
themes in the art of our time politics culture wars public space diaspora the artist identity politics the body and visual
culture offers synthetic analysis as well as new approaches to debates central to the visual arts since 1945 such as those
addressing formalism the avant garde the role of the artist technology and art and the society of the spectacle

A Companion to Contemporary Art Since 1945

2009-02-09

history and theory are all too often treated as separate approaches to international relations this book offers an accessible
synthesis of sophisticated theory and in depth history the uses of theory are examined in the opening section which includes a
defence of the historical method by john lewis gaddis and the arguments for a more scientific method by bruce bueno de
mesquita the subsequent chapters of the book take major issues and episodes in international relations since 1945 such as the
rise of japan change in latin america wars in the middle east and decolonization and demonstrate how it is that particular
theories assist in explaining them these include theories of power cooperation alliances empire integration and arms control
the student is left with a nuanced view of history and a critical but constructive approach to theories of international
relations the book challenges both students and academics to think afresh about the ways they analyze international relations
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Explaining International Relations Since 1945

1996

social theory is central to the disciplines of sociology cultural studies criminology and media studies many students however
find it difficult to relate theory to their other courses projects dissertations and theses let alone imagine themselves
producing theory in contrast to conventional social theory textbooks that restrict themselves to the description and analysis
of theories and what other professionals have said about them this innovative book shows students how to use criticise and
contribute to the development of theory treating theory as a variety of â visual workâ that is intimately connected with the
process of empirical investigation and with the help of clear diagrams and carefully chosen quotations part 1 provides an
exceptionally clear introduction to the different ways of practicing social theory part 2 provides a practical example of how
to theorise by producing and demonstrating the effectiveness of a new concept of reflexivity in the course of an outline of
the history of the development of social theory since 1945 this is important reading for students and researchers in sociology
and related fields

Scoping the Social

2005-11-01

like other big city school systems chicago s has been repeatedly reformed over the last century yet its schools have fallen
far short of citizens expectations and left a gap between the performances of white and minority students many blame the
educational establishment for resisting change other critics argue that reform occurs too often still others claim it comes
not often enough dorothy shipps reappraises the tumultuous history of educational progress in chicago revealing that the
persistent lack of improvement is due not to the extent but rather the type of reform throughout the twentieth century
managerial reorganizations initiated by the business community repeatedly altered the governance structure of schools as well
as the relationships of teachers to children and parents but brought little improvement while other more promising reform
models were either resisted or crowded out shipps chronicles how chicago s corporate actors led abetted or restrained nearly
every attempt to transform the city s school system then asks whether schools might be better reformed by others to show why
city schools have failed urban children so badly she traces chicago s reform history over four political eras revealing how
corporate power was instrumental in designing and revamping the system her narrative encompasses the formative era of 1880
1930 when teachers unions moderated business plans previously unexplored business activism from 1930 to 1980 when civil rights
dominated school reform and the decentralization of the 1980s she also covers the uneasy cooperation among business
associations in the 1990s to install the mayor as head of the school system a governing regime now challenged by privatization
advocates business people may be too wedded to a stunted view of educators to forge a productive partnership for change
unionized teachers bridle at the second class status accorded them by managers if reform is to reach deeply into classrooms
shipps concludes it might well require a new coalition of teachers unions and parents to create a fresh agenda that supersedes
corporate interests this study clearly shows that in chicago as elsewhere urban schooling is intertwined with politics and
power by reviewing more than a century of corporate efforts to make education work shipps makes a strong case that it s high
time to look elsewhere perhaps to educators themselves for new leadership
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School Reform, Corporate Style

2006
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Which University

1969

this work represents a documentary sourcebook on british economic development during the postwar years the author provides a
balanced overview of contentious themes relating to the context dimensions pace and consequences of britain s relative
economic decline since 1945

国際政治の理論

2010-04

provides historical coverage of the united states and canada from prehistory to the present includes information abstracted
from over 2 000 journals published worldwide

British Economic Development Since 1945

1995

this book proposes that the coordination problems lies at the heart of keynes economics and argues that keynes message got
lost in the post war period the text develops an extension of keynes ideas within a general equilibrium framework and within
alternative frameworks such as austrian economics it is demonstrated that in the absence of a co ordinating device like the
walrasian auctioneer or in the presence of uncertainty co ordination can no longer be superimposed this ultimately implies
that apart from some notable exceptions the keynesian revolution was in fact stifled at birth because the validity of the
central concepts of microeconomics have never been challenged

Problems of Control and Information Theory

1976

urban design since 1945 a global perspective reviews the emergence of urban design as a global phenomenon the book opens with
the urgent need to rebuild cities and re house the millions of refugees living in camps and shantytowns at the end of the
second world war against this background the book traces the collapse of the modernist comprehensive state planning schemes on
both sides of the iron curtain as global corporations emerged concentrating on networks and enclaves it describes how latin
america and then asia began a rapid urbanisation process shifting the global urban centre away from europe and overturning
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existing urban design models this resulted in global megacities of an unprecedented scale often with large associated
shantytowns by outlining the dominant models in urban design over the last sixty years the metropolis the megalopolis the
fragmented metropolis and the global megacity the book provides an essential framework for students of the subject featured
case studies include the rebuilding of metropolitan capitals in europe and asia such as berlin london moscow tokyo and beijing
the construction of new towns like nowa huta poland harlow uk chandigarh india brasilia brazil milton keynes new town uk and
shenzhen china the megalopolis as a global phenomenon from the american east coast texas california arizona and florida with
examples from europe the middle east asia and latin america such as caracas venezuela the fragmented metropolis as a global
phenomenon with american asian and european examples such as downtown and midtown new york shinjuku tokyo canary wharf london
la défense paris and potsdamer platz berlin megacities as a global phenomenon such as jakarta in indonesia or bangkok in
thailand that include urban agriculture and urban villages as do shrinking eco city regions such as duisburg germany or
detroit usa world s fairs such as brussels 1958 and osaka 1970 which feature as drivers of innovation as do olympic events in
tokyo 1964 barcelona 1992 beijing 2008 and london 2012

America, History and Life

2000

democracy in the twenty first century faces a number of major challenges populism neoliberalism and globalisation being three
of the most prominent this book examines such challenges by investigating how the conditions of democratic statehood have been
altered at several key historical intervals since 1945 it demonstrates that the formal mechanisms of democratic statehood such
as elections have always been complemented by civic cultural educational socio economic and constitutional institutions that
mediate between citizens and state authority rearticulating critical theory with a contemporary focus the book shows why a
sociological approach is urgently needed to address conceptual deficits and explain how the formal mechanisms of democratic
statehood need to be complemented and updated in new ways today

War and Society Newsletter

1985

talcott parsons is probably the most important and influential us sociologist of the twentieth century this collection brings
together for the first time the leading essays covering the work of parsons introduced and contextualized by a detailed essay
written by the editor

Journal of Economic Literature

1993

this guide lists approximately 3 500 books recent titles of general interest to the business reader that harvard business
school faculty researchers and students consider central to their work revised and updated annually it includes the full
bibliographic record for each book and features an appendix of publishers addresses as well as indexes by title author core
classics and notable books
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Keynes, Coordination, and Beyond

1992

what is the relationship between the cinema and the spectator renowned film scholars thomas elsaesser and malte hagener use
this central question for film theory in order to guide students through all of the major film theories from the classical
period to today in this brief insightful and engaging book every kind of cinema and every kind of film theory presupposes an
ideal spectator and then imagines a certain relationship between the mind and body of that spectator and the screen using
seven distinctive configurations of spectator and screen that move from exterior to interior relationships the authors retrace
the most important stages of film theory from the 1920s onwards with special attention paid to theories since 1945 from neo
realist and modernist theories to psychoanalytic apparatus phenomenological and cognitivist theories while also offering an
incisive extension of film theory through the senses into the digital age each chapter opens with a paradigmatic scene from a
well known film to introduce key concepts and outlines the major schools of thought and theorists attached to a particular
film theory the films discussed combine classics of cinema such as rear window and the searchers with contemporary films
including donnie darko and eternal sunshine of the spotless mind film stills throughout provide a visual key to unlock
challenging theoretical concepts

Postgraduate Study in Britain 1993-1994

1993

a new cultural theoretical approach is used to develop a philosophy to overcome post war traumata or the traumatization
effects that affect entire national cultures the new aspect is the book s study of both france and germany in its discussion
of post war issues the reader is given insights into the approaches france and germany took in their self evaluation processes
in one case the issue is the admission of total humiliation and in the other it is salvaging a certain sense of national honor
the book overcomes the speechlessness on the post war issue that can still be observed in german french philosophy today

Urban Design Since 1945

2011-07-05

updated completely revised and restructured this edition includes new material on the environment european implications social
issues and the politics and theories behind planning

Announcements for the Years ...
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Glossary of Art, Architecture, and Design Since 1945

1977

Critical Theory and Sociological Theory

2019-07-29

American Women Since 1945

1987

Collingwood and British Idealism Studies

2005

Talcott Parsons

2006

Harvard Business School Core Collection, 1998

1998

Film Theory

2010

Theory of the Post-War Periods

2008-12-08
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The Indian Journal of Political Science

1968

Introducing Planning

2000

The Annual Catalogue of Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana ... with Announcements
for ...

1961

The American Constitution

1991

Higher Education in the United Kingdom 1992-93

1991

Who's who in Germany

1972

History of Economic Thought Newsletter

1992

Environment and Planning

2009
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Ghana Teachers' Journal

1968
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